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Abstract— There is no single best algorithm since it highly depends on the data any one are working with. Nobody
can tell what should use without knowing the data and even then it would be just a guess. Classification algorithms of
data mining have successfully been applied in the recent years to predict values. There are many classifiers out there
all of them try to achieve almost the same. Identifying the best classification algorithm among all available is a
challenging task. This paper focuses on finding the right algorithm for classification of data that works better on
diverse data sets. However, the accuracy of such methods differs according to the classification algorithm used. This
work presents a comprehensive comparative analysis of the most ten different widely used classification algorithms.
Moreover, the performances of these algorithms have been evaluated by using different data sets. Each technique has
been evaluated with respect to accuracy, errors percentage and execution time, performance evaluation has been
carried out with all the ten classification algorithms. The obtained results illustrated that the RandomTree classifier
has significantly better performance and had the highest accuracy among these datasets.
Keywords— Data mining, classification algorithms, performance accuracy, WEKA, RandomTree.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Data Mining is knowledge mining from data, knowledge extraction, and data analysis. Data
Mining involves the various data analysis tools for identifying previously unknown, valid patterns
and relationships in huge data set [1]. The term Data Mining, also known as Knowledge Discovery in
Databases (KDD) is the process of discovering interesting patterns and knowledge from large
amount of data. There are different data mining techniques like classification, association,
preprocessing, transformation, clustering, and pattern evaluation [2]. Classification and Association
are the popular techniques used to predict user interest and relationship between those data items
which has been used by users association, preprocessing, transformation, clustering, and pattern
evaluation. Classification and Association are the popular techniques used to predict user interest and
relationship between those data items which has been used by users. In this thesis the accuracy of
most widely used ten algorithms are statistically compared by means of an experiment. I first
describe the datasets and classifiers which are used for this experiment Classifiers are one of the
main aspects in Machine Learning. Throughout this thesis ten common classifiers are compared on
three various datasets. The result revealed that the RandomTree algorithm is significantly better than
other classifiers.
In this thesis I presented machine learning data mining tool used for different analysis, Waikato
Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) is introduced by university of New Zealand. My
work shows the process of WEKA the data mining classifications. I have provided an evaluation
based on applying these classification methods to the datasets and measuring the accuracy of test
results. I have compared various classifiers with three different types of data sets on WEKA; I
presented their result as well as about tool and data set which are used in performing evaluation [4].
II.

IMPLEMENTATION TASKS OF CLASSIFICATION METHODS ON THREE DATA SETS
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The goal was to see how well the different algorithms performed, not just by comparing the
number of correct classifications, but also by looking into the time required to construct the
classification model depending on the size of the input data and number features used of as well as
the time required to classify a data set using the generated classification model. It was entirely
possible to implement these algorithms into classifiers from scratch since there was a lot of
documentations describing them [2].
Mainly three data sets used in this thesis are again taken from the UCI data sets [4].
A. Task A1

Load the data set „credit-gr.arff‟ and run „classifier‟ on it. Set the test options to „training set‟,
„cross-validation‟ and „Percentage split‟. Note down the all resulting accuracies.
B. Task A2

Load the data set „ionosphere.arff‟ and run „classifier‟ on it. Set the test options to options to
„training set‟, „cross-validation‟ and „Percentage split‟. Note down the all resulting accuracies.
C. Task A3
Load the data set „vote.arff‟ and run „classifier‟ on it. Set the test options to „training set‟, „cross-validation‟ and
„Percentage split‟. Note down the all resulting accuracies. for each Task , The test applied 10 and chosen the most
repeated “build time” with its results.
D. Credit German Data Set Information

This dataset classifies people described by a set of attributes as good or bad credit risks.
Table I Credit german dataset information
Dataset

Instances

Attributes

Data Type

Credit-g

1000

21

String

E. Ionosphere.arff data type

The instances describe a Classification of radar returns from the Ionosphere.
Table II Ionosphere dataset information
Dataset

Instances

Attributes

Data Type

Ionosphere

351

35

Numeric

F. Vote.arff datatype

The instances describe Congressional Voting Records of US on 16 different bills.; Classify as
Republican or Democrat.
Table III Vote dataset information
Dataset

Instances

Attributes

Data Type

Vote

435

17

Nominal

III.
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In this paper to evaluate performance of selected tool using the given datasets, several experiments
are conducted. For evaluation purpose, three test modes are used, the training set, the crossvalidation mode and percentage split mode. At the end, the recorded measures are averaged. It is
common to have 66% of the objects of the original database as a training set and the rest of objects as
a test set. Once the tests is carried out using the selected datasets, then using the available
classification and test modes ,results are collected and an overall comparison is conducted.
a. Results for Dataset Credit-G:
Firstly run the classifier on the dataset (Credit-g), the algorithm which has the lowest mean
absolute error and higher accuracy is chosen as the best algorithm. After choosing the test option as
Training set, I found JRip is lowest performance as shown in table- IV with highlighted in red color
whereas RandomTree has shown highest performance accuracy with highlighted in blue colour.
Secondly choosing the test option as Cross validation where the number of folds is 10, OneR
algorithm shown low performance as shown in table- IV with highlighted in red color, where is LMT
shown high performance accuracy in classification model with the blue row color among ten
algorithms.
And Finally, after choosing the test option as percentage split where the percentage about 66% by
default, I found again this RandomTree is shown lower accuracy where is LMT shows higher
accuracy in this model among ten algorithms.
The following table shows low and high accuracy performances on dataset Credit.g. I found LMT
has considered highest performance classification accuracy in this observation as shown in the table.
Table IV Comparison of classifiers using german credit data set in training set mode
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Table V Accuracy of credit.g dataset
TestMode
Low
High
accuracy
accuracy
TrainingSet
Crossfolds 10
Percentage
split
b.

JRip
OneR
RandomTree

RandomTree
LMT
LMT

Results for Dataset ionosphere

Firstly run the classifier on the dataset (ionosphere), the algorithm which has the lowest mean
absolute error and higher accuracy is chosen as the best algorithm. After choosing the test option as
Training set,NaiveBayes algorithm shown lowest performance as shown in the next table with the
red row color, where RandomTree has shown high performance accuracy with the blue row color in
classification model among ten algorithms. After choosing the test option as Cross validation where
the number of folds is 10, NaiveBayes algorithm shown low performance as shown in the next table
with the red row color, where is LMT shown high performance accuracy in classification model with
the blue row color among ten algorithms. And finally, after choosing the test option as percentage
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split where the percentage about 66% by default, I found again this oneR is shown lower accuracy
where AdaboostM1 is shows higher accuracy in this model among ten algorithms.
Table VI Comparison of classifiers using ionosphere data set in training set mode

Table VII Accuracy of ionosphere dataset
TestMode

Low accuracy

High accuracy

TrainingSet

NaiveBayes

RandomTree

Crossfolds 10

NaiveBayes

LMT

Percentage split

oneR

AdaBoostM1

I found AdaBoostM1, LMT and RandomTree are considered highest performance classification
accuracies in this observation as shown in the table
c. Results for Dataset Vote
Firstly run the classifier on the dataset (Vote), the algorithm which has the lowest mean absolute
error and higher accuracy is chosen as the best algorithm. After choosing the test option as Training
set, NaiveBayes algorithm shown lowest performance as shown in the next table with the red row
color, where RandomTree has shown high performance accuracy with the blue row color in
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classification model among ten algorithms. After choosing the test option as Cross validation where
the number of folds is 10, NaiveBayes algorithm shown low performance as shown in the next table
with the red row color, where is J48 shown high performance accuracy in classification model with
the blue row color among ten algorithms. And finally, after choosing the test option as percentage
split where the percentage about 66% by default, I found again this NaiveBayes is shown lower
accuracy where AdaboostM1 is shows higher accuracy in this model among ten algorithms.
Table VIII Comparison of classifiers using vote data set with training set mode

Table IX Accuracy of vote dataset
TestMode

Low accuracy

High accuracy

TrainingSet

NaiveBayes

RandomTree

Crossfolds 10

NaiveBayes

J48

Percentage split

NaiveBayes

AdaBoostM1

I found RandomTree, LMT and AdaBoostM1 and are considered highest Performance
classification accuracies wheras NaiveBayes considered lowest performance classification for this
observation in the three test modes.
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IV.

DISCUSSION

The results may differ if the different data set is used or another strategy is applied, which may be
tested. There may be other determinants which may not be present in the dataset or may be
overlooked by the authors while experimenting. Based upon the specific dataset, with above analysis
and methodology I can have more specified results, which can be used for various strategic
decisions. . I ended up using the ten classification algorithms. Naivebays It gave less accurate
predictions, whereas LMT and RandomTree are the best classifiers in accurate predictions.
RandomTree has given best prediction results in all types of datasets with Training Set mode. This
thesis suggested that RandomTree could classify even large datasets efficiently and could be used in
different domains.
The second experiment also depicted more or less same result for both datasets “german.c” and
“ionosphere” with respect to training set test mode, showed that the RandomTree had highest
accuracy performed well with 100% correctly classified instances as shown in the Table IV and
Table VI, from this experiment it has been observed best in the view of least time taken to build
model.
In the final experiment observed the performance of both datasets “German Credit” with respect to
the test mode as Cross-validation and “vote” with respect to the test mode as percentage split 66%
are showed the results more or less very close in their performance highest and least accuracies.
Remaining algorithms had showed performance as moderate.
Hopefully, however, some of any future work might find these results helpful when exploring the
range of classification algorithms available in WEKA.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

For each characteristic, I observed how the results vary whenever test mode is changed. My
measure of interest includes the analysis of classifiers on different datasets, the results are described
in value of Time taken to build model, correctly classified instances, incorrectly classified instances
kappa statistic, mean absolute error, root mean squared error, relative absolute error, root relative
squared error and confusion matrix, after applying the training set or cross-validation or Percentage
split method. A total of ten classification algorithms have been used in this performance study. These
classifiers in WEKA have been categorized into different groups such as rule based (OneR, PART
and JRip), tree based (RandomTree, J48), function (SMO, LMT), bayes (NaiveBayes) and Lazy
(KStar, AdaboostM1) , are evaluated on three different datasets such as (Vote) have nominal class
value,(German-g) have string class value and (Ionosphere) have numeric class value.
There's a few more variables to considered before making the final decision, but from the
performance seen in earlier chapters, the proposed solution for how researchers should tackle the
problem of classifying structured data in there data sets is to implement a solution. The reason why
RandomTree is proposed instead of the other two candidates AdaBoostM1 and LMT that also
managed to reach the goal of a positive classification 100% percentage three times , whereas LMT
classification percentage perform 75.90 % and 77.06 %.
Also LMT classifier suffers from taking a long time when constructing a classifier model for the
data sets, so the running time to classify data is related to the size of the data set used as model, so a
big data set will make this classifier unusable if a user is actively awaiting the result from the
classification due to the time complexity involved ,whereas RandomTree being the total opposite of
since it requires close to no time at all to set up the classifier model to store the whole data set in the
memory. For future works, it would be interesting to see if the tree based algorithms such as
RandomTree could keep the high performance seen in this thesis if the data set was extended with a
high number of different classes. Extending this work by including other classification algorithms
like SGD, M5Rules, Bagging, etc., and prediction through classification using other large data sets
can be interesting. Another future direction can be testing with data sets of different domains other
than standard UCI repository that can be from a new real life data or obtained from survey on
different domains.
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